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Amazon Gold teak farms have grown from selected seeds of mother trees, collected 32 years ago. 
Teak, Fustic, Saman (Shuar wood or Raintrees) Balsa and Bamboo and many other species and 
medicinal trees have been planted in the paradise of Ecuador at the riverside of the San Pablo in 
Quevedo Ecuador.  Local staff has been trained to prune and care for those trees all the time, 
without any artificial fertilizers nor chemicals. This converts us into a CO2 negative venture, 
protecting the environment and generates tons of oxygen. 
 
Today, after 32  years, trees and Bamboo are ready to be harvested sustainably  and be converted 
into boards, beams, cross laminated products (CLT) composite laminates for outdoor, out of 
massive teak or combined with bamboo and balsa or other woods,  for you and your customers.  
We are also thinking in the yacht and automobile industry and for beautiful desktops or planks 
for dining tables or decks for balconies or around swimming pools. 
 
Nowadays we built a carpenter shop in Pifo Ecuador, with German and Swiss machinery, under 
palm trees and ecologic bamboo roof, in order to be ready to receive your orders for custom made 
products. We just received special built knives from Leitz Germany to cut our Guadua bamboo 
(Guadua angustifolia) in order to laminate  beams and boards. Guadua Bamboo is the strongest 
known bamboo, with a higher resistance than steel. Can you imagine? For that reason, we 
prognostic that future cities will be built from ecologic bamboo. Its fast growth converts CO2 into 
oxygen, much faster than any other plant can do. So, we have a perfect solution for the global 
warming of our planet.  
We are looking for strategic partners just like you, for production and distribution worldwide. Our 
sustainable plantations are at your disposal and can help to convert your business into a CO2 
negative venture. 
 
Take the chance and contact us. 
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